Quantification of lung perfusion blood volume (lung PBV) by dual-energy CT in patients with chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) before and after balloon pulmonary angioplasty (BPA): Preliminary results.
Balloon pulmonary angioplasty (BPA) is a treatment option for patients with chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH). Its effect on pulmonary perfusion has not been quantified; we examined the clinical significance of pulmonary blood volume (PBV) using dual-energy computed tomography (DECT) in patients with CTEPH undergoing BPA. In this retrospective study of 16 BPAs in eight female patients with CTEPH, we evaluated both-lung (n=16), right- or left-lung (n=32), and three right- or left-segment (upper, middle, and lower) (n=96) PBVs before and after BPA, using DECT. We evaluated the relationships between improvement in lung PBV and pulmonary artery (PA) pressure (PAP), cardiac index (CI), pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR), and 6-min walking distance. We measured PA enhancement (PAenh) on DECT images and calculated lung PBV/PAenh to adjust timing. Pre- and post-BPA 6-segment lung PBV/PAenh were 0.067±0.021 and 0.077±0.019, respectively, in the treated segment (p<0.0001). There were significant positive correlations between pre- to post-BPA improvements in both-lung PBV/PAenh and PAP (R=0.69, p=0.005), PVR (R=0.56, p=0.03), and 6-min walking distance (R=0.67, p=0.01). Improved PBV after BPA, reflecting increased lung perfusion, was positively correlated with PAP, PVR, and 6-min walking distance. Lung PBV may be an indicator of BPA treatment effect.